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Abstract—The increasing complexity of the Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) is making more difficult to perform the Hazard
Analysis and Risk Assessment (HARA). These items require high-performance Electronic Control Units (ECU) with extensive software
functionalities. To correctly operate they interact with the driver, environment and other vehicle functions through high-speed in-vehicle
networks, as well as a wide range of sensors and actuators. As a result, they implement complex behaviours whose outcome in presence
of faults is not trivial to identify and classify as requested by the concept phase included in the most recent functional safety standards. In
this paper we present a simulation-based methodology to perform the HARA of a vehicle function by mixing the usual industrial approach,
based on the designers’ knowledge, with one that makes use of a vehicle-level simulator. The simulation-based approach provides a
automatic and systematic method to assess the complex interaction of the item under analysis with other vehicle functions in possibly
complex operational situations, thus making the prediction of hazards easier. We choose to demonstrate the approach by applying it to a
well-known automotive industry case study: an Advanced Emergency Braking System (AEBS). In this way, it is possible to analyse the
effects of the function provided by the item, keeping into account the simulations results and comparing them to similar situations analysis
available in literature. Thanks to the obtained simulation-based results, safety engineers can formulate a more objective hypothesis, in
particular during the hazard classification subphase.
Keywords—Automotive; ADAS; Functional Safety; Hazard Analysis; Reliability; Risk Assessment;

1. INTRODUCTION
Electric and electronic (E/E) devices play a central role in road vehicles. They are now in charge of almost all the vehiclelevel functions. This trend started in the ‘90s, when electronic fuel injection, electric power steering system, and anti-lock braking
system become standard equipment. These functions are safety-related, hence they need to guarantee their performances also in
case of failures (fail-operational) or, at least, to move the system into a safe state in a guaranteed way (fail-safe).
The ISO 26262 standard is the adaptation of the IEC 61508 to address the specific needs of E/E systems installed in road vehicles.
Its first edition, published in 2011, was limited to lightweight passenger vehicles, while the second one [1], published in December
2018, considers all series production road vehicles, excluding mopeds. Autonomous and semiautonomous vehicles can be
considered as a subset of the autonomous and intelligent systems (A/IS), so their testing is more challenging with respect to the
usual car. On one hand, we have to test if the sensors system is able to perceive, with sufficient precision and situational awareness,
the external world. On the other, the computation can adopt approaches that are not completely deterministic, like the neural
networks adopted for computer vision applications. There is no single correct outcome from a test, but a set of slightly different
results. The test is passed if the chosen behavior keeps the car into a safe situation. To help designers to deal with these situations,
another standard, the ISO/PAS 21448 “Safety of the intended functionality” (SOTIF) [2], has been developed. Unlike ISO 26262,
SOTIF does not cover how to avoid random or systematic incorrect behaviors, due to hardware failures, design errors, and software
bugs, but those caused by non-deterministic outcomes of the system, due to sensor aging, processing stages based on artificial
intelligence, when the vehicle found itself in a situation not foreseen in drafting of requirements, incorrect HMI or a user misuse
that has not been forecasted.
Nowadays cars embed a various E/E items (defined in [1] as “System or combination of systems, to which ISO 26262 is
applied, that implements a function or part of a function at the vehicle level”) able to provide complex safety-related functionalities,
like Electronic Stability Control (ESC) and lane departure warning systems that, in the last decade, become integrated into Advanced
Driver-Assistance Systems (ADAS). In the future, following the current technology improvement trends, this kind of devices will
become more and more important to guarantee road safety: a more structured integration of these systems will allow car makers to
sell fully autonomous cars.

Guaranteeing the safety of autonomous and semi-autonomous (ADAS equipped) vehicles is a very multidisciplinary
activity, that involves safety engineering, hardware reliability, software validation, human-computer interaction, social acceptance,
and a viable legal framework [3].
The key point of ISO 26262 [1] is the “safety lifecycle” concept. It “encompasses principal safety activities during the concept
phase, product development and after start of production”.
ADASs are composed of complex sensors and mechatronic actuators, that need to be operated by Electronic Control Units (ECUs)
running large software. Validation (vehicle-level road tests [1]) of these devices is fundamental, but since such devices have to be
installed in millions of vehicles, they can find a huge set of operational conditions that can be impossible to reproduce in controlled
road tests, hence a vehicle-level simulators to simulate such conditions is needed. The ISO/PAS 21448 (SOTIF) [3] subdivides the
operational situation the vehicle can potentially face considering if they are known/unknown or safe/unsafe. It aims to aid designers
to lower as much as possible the number of situations that are unknown and unsafe, at least moving them into the known and unsafe
subset. This is fundamental since after that the unsafe situations are known, it is possible to find ways to mitigate their severity or
their exposure, lowering the associated risk.
This paper, that extends [4], proposes a methodology where vehicle-level simulators are used starting from the concept phase
(described in part 3 of [1]), when the safety goals of the item have to be defined. This phase is crucial, since it identifies the hazards
that the item may face during its operations, and it provides an assessment of the level of criticality of each hazard. More in detail,
[1] states “the hazard classification scheme comprises the determination of the Severity (S), the Exposure (E) and the Controllability
(C) associated with the considered hazard of the item. For a given hazard, this [Automotive Safety Integrated Level, (ASIL)]
classification will result in one or more combinations of S, E and C classes”. The overall development process is affected by this
classification, in terms of both complexity and development time.
HARA is one of the key activities required by the ISO 26262 safety lifecycle. In our work, we propose to improve HARA
through the aid of a vehicle-level simulator. As a matter of fact, HARA is today mainly a human-made activity, based on
brainstorming, possibly supported by processes such as System Failure Mode and Effect Analysis (System FMEA). However, these
approaches greatly rely on the experience of the involved engineers and they fall short as far as repeatability and objectivity are
concerned.
In this paper we address the following goals:
 Improve the reliability of the risk assessment process, thanks to the combined usage of assessment tables (current state of the
art to increase HARA objectivity) and simulations results;
 Increase the repeatability of the overall HARA process, since the vehicle-level simulator allow to make it less dependent by the
safety engineers knowledge and so more repeatable;
 Demonstrate the approach on a well-known industrial case study, by performing the simulations with the same tests that are
used for the item validation in road tests.
A benchmark case, an Advanced Emergency Braking System (AEBS), will be presented to describe the proposed methodology.
We choose to apply it to a well-known case, in order to compare the results obtained with our approach with the one obtained by
other groups and available in the literature.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reports background materials. Section 3 describes the proposed approach.
Section 4 describes the experimental setup and the results obtained considering the AEBS benchmark application. Finally, Section
5 draws some conclusions.
2. STATE OF ART
The ISO 26262 standard states that “Its [HARA] objective is to identify and categorize the potential hazards of the item and
formulate safety goals related to the prevention or mitigation of these hazards in order to achieve an acceptable residual risk. For
this, the item is evaluated with regard to its safety implication.
The HARA shall be conducted in three stages:
 Situation analysis and hazard identification (SA/HI)
 Hazard classification (HC);
 ASIL determination.” [1]
As said before, main issues about the HARA regard its validity (repeatability) and reliability (objectivity) [5]. Structured
methodologies to improve the quality of HARA analysis have been proposed in [6] and [7]. Even if these works propose different
methodologies, they share the common goals to make this phase more repeatable and objective, by making it less dependent as
possible from the knowledge background of the safety engineers involved in the process.
From the SA/HI point of view, it had been shown that a good way to obtain a suitable hazard list for an item, since only the actuators
can act on the environment, is to analyze the actuator-level possible misbehaviors [8], regardless of the stages that caused it. A
similar way, but in this case based on the high-level item description, can be found in [9]. This theoretical result makes it possible
to perform simulations when the item is defined only at the functional level.
On the other hand, from the HC point of view, all the works presented in the State of Art section make use of classification tables
that, starting from the severity, controllability, and exposure levels described at a high level of abstraction in the Standard, make

them fit the specific application. From this point of view, in this work we proceeded in the same way: the preparation of the
classification criteria tables will be discussed in the experimental setup section.
Before starting with the description of the literature about the HARA process, it can be useful to provide a brief description
of ADAS devices.
These systems are composed of:
 Sensors;
 “Data fusion” (DF) algorithm, that merges the information coming from all the sensors in a unique and coherent virtual
representation of the surrounding environment;
 The “logic” algorithm that takes the opportune responses based on the virtual representation;
 Actuators, that physically actuate the responses on the physical environment.
The typical structure of an ADAS item is shown in fig. 1.
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Figure 1. Structure of an ADAS item

Typical sensors are RADAR, LIDAR, IMU, Camera, and GPS. Typical actuators are the engine (positive and negative torque
requests), the power steering (angular position of the directional wheels) unit, and the brakes (braking torque). The sensors and the
data fusion algorithm are in charge to guarantee the situational awareness for our semi-autonomous function.
During the Situation Analysis and Hazard Identification (SA/HI) stage, “it is necessary to identify the potential unintended
behavior that could lead to a hazardous event” [1]. It is necessary to analyze all the operational situations and operating modes in
which the item can trigger hazards. This analysis has to be performed for all the cases where the item is correctly used, incorrectly
used in a foreseeable way by the driver, or in cases of a failure of submodules of the item. During this process, designers have to
obtain:
 A list of operational situations and the related failure modes to be evaluated; the completeness of this list is fundamental to
reduce the number of unsafe and unknown cases as defined by the ISO/PAS 21448 (SOTIF).
 A detailed description of the item failure modes and related hazards. Of course, since we are in the concept phase, these
descriptions have to be provided at the functional level, since no implementation strategy has been developed at this stage.
Since to perform these operations it is necessary a good knowledge of the item, it is very difficult to automate this phase.
At the end of the second stage, called “Hazard Classification”, all the hazard identified have to be classified by using three
parameters: Severity (S), Exposure (E), and Controllability (C). In the paper [10] interested readers can find a proposal aimed to aid
the development and the validation of suitable controllers, even from the early stages of product development by using co-simulation
techniques.
Considering the AEBS case, for what regards the severity assessment, a good set of rules is described in [5]. This paper also
describes a complete HARA process of a low-speed autonomous vehicle. The tables used to formally determine the severity level
are based on the one proposed in [11], that describes how to parametrize severity by using the speed at the moment of the crash and
the collision direction. Other parameters come from the Abbreviated Injury Scale [12]. A subset of these rules, adapted for our case,
is reported in the experimental result section.
For what regards the controllability, a suitable criterion can be the Time To Collision (TTC) [7]. This parameter is usually assessed
by simulation of possible malfunctions on real vehicles in test circuits (validation phase).
For the exposure, we used the definitions provided by [1], as described in the experimental result section.
Use of vehicle-level simulator is adopted in the automotive industry for software verification purposes [13]. There are various offthe-shelf tools capable to aid designers during the concept phase of the development, like IPG™ CarMaker™ (the one chosen for
this paper) [14], AVL™ Vehicle Simulation (VSM™) [15], and FEV™ VirtualDynamics™ [16].
This approach can also be extended to aid also Failure Mode and Effect Analysis (FMEA) and the Failure Mode, Effect,
and Diagnostic Analysis (FMEDA). From the FMEA point of view, considering the 6th phase (Optimization) of the 7 steps process
described by the last manual jointly published by the AIAG&VDA in June 2019 [17], the scenarios prepared for the HARA can be
used to determine, thanks to high level of abstraction models of the detection and mitigation strategies, how they are capable to
provide mitigation. In a similar way, by running a spice-level simulation of the item alongside with its embedded software, it is
possible to use again these scenarios to compute the random hardware failure metrics required by the part 5 of the ISO26262
standard (like as what did in [18] and, also assessing embedded software mitigation capabilities, in [19]).

We claim that thanks to the simulation results, and by adopting the methodology described in the following of this paper,
it is possible to aid safety engineers to reduce the repeatability issues of the HARA demonstrated in [5], allowing to improve its
objectivity.
3. PROPOSED APPROACH
To describe the proposed methodology, it is useful to match it with the three stages [1] of the HARA process.
For what regards the first stage, SA/HI, the SA sub-phase can be performed by representing the various scenarios in the
simulation environment. These scenarios have been prepared to describe standard tests for the class of device we have to classify.
The behavior of the vehicle, considered in nominal (non-faulty) conditions in the simulated environment, helps the situation
analysis.
The HI sub-phase is aided by the combined usage of vehicle-level simulator and a functional model of the item: in general, it is
possible to simulate misbehaviors by changing the nominal performance of the item or disabling the safety-related function. Since
we are in the concept phase, it is not possible to know the exact way the item can fail, hence the actual behavior in case of a failure
(especially for what regards hardware random failures).
Thanks to the functional model of the item and the vehicle-level simulator, it is possible to assess the worst-case consequences of
the failure, leading to an evaluation of its severity. At the same time, by analyzing the effect of the failure on the vehicle speed or
trajectory, it is possible to assess the capability of an average human driver to mitigate the failure effects, to make achievable to
determine the controllability. A similar approach has been proposed in [20], where it is described how to assess the controllability
on a benchmark case of an electric steering device. The simulations results, compared with tables that provide metrics about
controllability and severity in case of a crash (classification rules), are used to classify the hazard in the HC phase [1].
The ASIL classification is obtained from the combination of the three parameters S, C, and E, through the so-called ASIL
determination table. This classification can range on five different levels, starting from QM, referred to vehicle functions that cannot
impact safety, to A, B, C, and D, representing functions whose malfunction gradually causes greater damage.
How to determine the exposure as required by [1] will be discussed in the experimental verification section.
The key points of the proposed approach are:
 It bases its hazard analysis on simulation scenarios, thanks to a vehicle-level simulator;
 It allows decoupling between the knowledge of the safety engineers and the final assessment, improving the objectivity of the
result;
 Since the risk assessment phase is based on the simulation results, in particular speed difference between the vehicles involved
in the crash and the TTC from the start of the dangerous condition (considered in the following standard scenario as a distance
between the vehicle less than the recommended safety distance), it improves the repeatability of the evaluation.
From the implementation point of view, to set-up an environment suitable for this methodology, these software components
are necessary (see fig. 2):
 The functional model of the ADAS item under assessment;
 A vehicle-level simulator;
 A software layer able to put in communication the ADAS model and the vehicle-level simulator;
 Scenarios, that are formal descriptions of the operational situations. Usually, the vehicle-level simulator embeds a tool to
design the scenarios.
 A semi-formal functional description of the possible failures of the item under assessment;
 Classification rules in terms of severity and controllability for the item functionality.
In the considered case, the vehicle-level simulator generates the nearest object distance measurement and receive the braking force
required by the ADAS item model. The driver behavior is part of the scenario file. All the physics simulation of the vehicle is in
charge of the vehicle level simulator.
The actual implementation of the benchmark system is described in the experimental verification section.
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Figure 2. The architecture of the proposed methodology

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
4.1. Simulation environment
To demonstrate the approach, we performed the HARA of an AEBS.
AEBS bases its functionality on sensors able to measure the gap between the vehicle and the nearest object in front of it, hence
detecting the risk of a collision. The simulated driver does not brake in any condition, so only the AEBS can avoid the crash. His/her
behavior, in terms of speed and trajectory, is defined in the test cases.
There are different types of cruise functions: the regular cruise control a.k.a. cruise control system (CCS) can maintain a constant
speed selected by the driver without requesting intervention on the gas pedal. When the driver presses the brake or the clutch pedal,
the CCS is suspended, and the system does not provide torque requests. Another cruise function is an adaptive version of cruise
control a.k.a. Adaptive Cruise Control System (ACCS). It is like a CCS but it is moreover able to maintain the safety distance with
respect to the followed vehicle, by adapting automatically the speed set. The braking capability of the ACCS is defined in the ISO
15622 [21] and thus it does not guarantee a safety condition. CCS and ACCS are comfort functions. On the other hand, when the
AEBS works in stand-alone mode, it provides the driver visual and sound warning and, if the driver does not react, it performs an
emergency brake.
In this case, the misbehavior of the item has been simulated by disabling it without providing any warning to the driver. During the
concept phase, this can be a good semi-formal description of the failure. Of course, during the next development phases, since we
are propagating the misbehavior effect from the item level to the vehicle level, the more the misbehavior model of the item is
detailed, the more the simulation results are coherent with road validation observations. This guarantee good scalability for the
approach, that can aid all the item development phases.
As the first stage of the methodology (corresponding to the ISO 26262 HARA SA/HI phase), we used a combination of the
simulator itself and a high-level semi-formal model of an Adaptive Cruise Control with Advanced Emergency Braking System
capabilities (ACC/AEBS) to obtain some experimental data to be used in the HC stage.
For this class of items are available documents from European New Car Assessment Programme (EuroNCAP) [22], NHTSA [23],
and European Commission [24], that provide descriptions of significative driving situations, i.e., operational situations.
We implemented, from the documents cited before, some virtual validation environment (scenarios) to represent significative
driving conditions. Thanks to these scenarios, it is possible to perform the SA and, thanks to the fault injection on the high-level
item model, to obtain data that will be useful for the HC. All the scenarios are referred to the safety goal “the AEBS brakes when
there are obstacles in front of the vehicle”. The cases in where the AEBS lead to an unintended brake is not considered in the
analysis. It is important to remark that the ASIL level has to be assigned to the safety goal and not to the whole item/vehicle-level
function.
At the second stage, thanks to the vehicle behavior (note that, as prescribed by the ISO 26262 standard, in this phase is not
possible to include failure detection or mitigation mechanisms in the simulation) obtained from the simulations, it is possible to
perform the HC, evaluating the severity (maximum speed, direction of crash and kind of obstacles surrounding the vehicle) and
controllability (effects of the failures on the vehicle behavior).
The benchmark system is composed of:
 The vehicle-level simulator (IPG™ CarMaker™ [14]);
 The ACC/AEBS semi-formal model (provided as a MathWorks™ Simulink™ model [25]);



A classifier, able to extract from the simulation logs the relative speed between the vehicles at the moment of the crash and
the TTC, and to apply the correct labels, in term of severity and controllability, on the bases of the previously defined
classification rules.
It is not necessary to develop a software layer able to put in communication MathWorks Simulink™ and IPG Automotive
CarMaker™ since it provides suitable libraries out of the box.
In all the defined scenarios, in the fault-free conditions, the benchmark AEBS is able to avoid the crash. For all the tests,
have been reported the relative speed of the vehicle at the moment of the crash and the time elapsed from the start of the hazardous
condition, as described in the test, and the TTC. We are dealing with a semi-formal description of the functionality and not to a
possible implementation. In this case, the fault-free condition is represented by a runnable model compliant with the requirements
defined in [21].
4.2. EuroNCAP tests
The EuroNCAP AEBS test protocol [22] has been revised in 2017 and specifies two different test procedures:
 AEB City, considered in the assessment of the Adult Occupant Protection.
 AEB Inter-Urban, considered in the assessment of the Safety Assist.
There are three different scenarios:
 Car-to-Car Rear Stationary (CCRs)
The vehicle under test (VUT) is 120 m away from the target vehicle (TV). The TV is in a stationary condition. The simulation
starts with the VUT in one case at 80 km/h and in the other at 50 km/h.
 Car-to-Car Moving (CCRm)
The VUT and the TV are at speed in the range from 50 to 80 km/h: the test starts at 50 km/h and, by increasing speed step of
5 km/h, it reaches 80 km/h.
In this work, the simulation is performed at only 50 km/h.
 Car-to-Car Braking (CCRb)
The VUT and the TV have the same speed equal to 50 km/h. The test is performed with all the combination of 2 and 6 m/s 2
decelerations of TV, with initial distances from the TV of 12 m and 40 m. The relative distance between the VUT and the TV
cases with the 6 m/s2 decelerations of the TV are represented in fig. 3 and fig. 4. The behavior is similar for all the cases
presented in this paper (except, of course, for the initial distance and the collision time).
This test protocol explains also how to check if the Forward Collision Warning (FCW) system is working properly, but this
functionality is not taken into consideration in this article.
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Figure 3. Plot of the relative distance between the VUT and the TV over the time for the case CCRb (12 m, 6 m/s2).
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The obtained results are shown in table 1.
TABLE I.

RESULTS FROM SIMULATION ON EURONCAP SCENARIOS

Test
CCRs (50 km/h)
CCRs (80 km/h)
CCRb (12 m, 2 m/s2)
CCRb (12 m, 6 m/s2)
CCRb (40 m, 2 m/s2)
CCRb (40 m, 6 m/s2)
CCRm (50 km/h)

Relative speed
[km/h]
42 (S3)
74 (S3)
22 (S1)
41 (S3)
42 (S3)
44 (S3)
21 (S1)

TTC [s]
8.9 (C1)
5.7 (C1)
3.8 (C2)
1.0 (C3)
7 (C1)
4.3 (C1)
28 (C1)

4.3. NHTSA tests
These tests [23] have been published in 1999 to test prototype ACC systems. Their main purpose is to characterize the entire
prototype system, composed of sensors, data fusion and control algorithms, and vehicle platform.
These tests are related to the following operational situations:
 Test 1 (headway control mode): Closing-in on a preceding vehicle from a long range. VUT speed is 112.7 km/h while TV
speed is 96.5 km/h.
 Test 2 (aborted passing maneuver): Responding to a close approach to a preceding vehicle. In this case, the speed of the VUT
is initially 96.7 km/h. The speed of the TV remains 96.7 km/h for the whole test. When the gap between the VUT and the VT
is 37.5 m, the driver manually accelerates to 112.7 km/h. At 2/3 of the original gap, the driver releases the gas pedal. The test
continues until the steady-state following is reestablished.
The obtained results are shown in table 2.
TABLE II.

Test
US Test 1
US Test 2

RESULTS FROM NHTSA TESTS

Relative speed [km/h]
25 (S1)
3.6 (S0)

TTC [s]
33.5 (C1)
10.9 (C1)

4.4. European Commission Regulation tests
These three tests come from the European Commission Regulation 347/2012 [24]. They are mandatory homologation tests
for the Advanced Emergency Braking System (AEBS) in the European Union.
This regulation dates back to 2012, where standards were defined for all vehicles of category N3 and M3 (to which the level
1 of the directive have to be applied), but no international test standards had yet been established for vehicles of categories N2 and
M2 equipped with hydraulic brakes and non-pneumatic rear suspensions (to which the level 2 have to be applied).

In the first test scenario, described in paragraph 2.4 of the regulation, the VUT travels against a still target, representing
another car, at 80  2 km/h. The test starts when the distance between the VUT and the TV is 120 m.
In the second and in the third tests, the target moves respectively at 32  2 km/h (for the level 1 homologation) and 12  2 km/h (for
the level 2 homologation).
All the tests start when the distance between the VUT and the VT is at least 120 m.
The obtained results are shown in table 3.
TABLE III.

Test
EU Test 1
EU Test 2
EU Test 3

RESULTS FROM EU REGULATION TESTS

Relative speed [km/h]
80 (S3)
45 (S3)
68 (S3)

TTC [s]
5.6 (C1)
9.3 (C1)
6.6 (C1)

4.5. ASIL Level Determination
As prescribed by the ISO26262 standard, the ASIL level has to be determined by the combination of the obtained level of
Severity, Controllability and Exposure.
How to determine the ASIL level from the obtained (S, C, E) combination is specified in the ASIL determination table contained in
part 3 of the Standard.
4.5.1. Classification rules definitions
Adapting the values from the table “Severity Rule Set” from [5] to our case, in which, since we are considering an AEBS,
are considered only those cases involving two vehicles driving in the same direction, it is possible to obtain these association
between differential speed between the two vehicles and the severity. These rules are summarized in table 4.
TABLE IV.

Severity
S0
S1
S2
S3

SEVERITY CLASSIFICATION RULES

Relative speed [km/h]
< 21
>= 21 and < 26
>= 26 and < 36
>= 36

From the controllability point of view, we have considered as classification parameter the Time To Collision (TTC),
considering those cases in which the driver misuses the item: he/she relies on the AEBS without looking at the succeeding vehicle
behavior. These rules are summarized in table 5.
TABLE V.

Controllability
C3
C2
C1

CONTROLLABILITY CLASSIFICATION RULES

TTC [s]
< 3 (from [24])
>= 3 and < 4
> =4

4.5.2. ASIL assignment
At this point, it is possible to summarize all the obtained results in table 6.
At the end of this process, we can say that since in most of the cases we have obtained an ASIL B level, except for the case
“EuroNCAP CCRb with 12 m of gap between VUT and TV”, indicated as “CCRb (12 m, 6 m/s2)” in table III, that involves a sudden
slowdown of the preceding vehicle with only 12 meters of safety distance. This case can be considered as a predictable misuse of
the system, as the driver forces the vehicle, with a deliberate action on the gas pedal, to not respect the safety distance. A normal
AEBS function will not apply any deceleration, as this item is designed only to assist the driver, it cannot overrule his/her decision.
To avoid this kind of misuse, it is possible to implement some strategy by the Human Machine Interface (HMI), like a sound
warning, triggered when the driver’s actions are preventing the system from respecting the safety distance, in order to make he/she
desist from this dangerous behavior. Due to these premises, we can assign the ASIL level B to the safety goal “the AEBS brake
when there are obstacles in front of the vehicle”.
TABLE VI.

Test name
CCRs (50 km/h)

ASIL CLASSIFICATION OF THE VARIOUS TESTS

S
3

C
1

E
4

ASIL
B

CCRs (80 km/h)
CCRb (12 m, 2 m/s2)
CCRb (12 m, 6 m/s2)
CCRb (40 m, 2 m/s2)
CCRb (40 m, 6 m/s2)
CCRm (50 km/h)
US Test 1
US Test 2
EU Test 1
EU Test 2
EU Test 3

3
1
3
3
3
1
1
0
3
3
3

1
2
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

B
A
D
B
B
QM
QM
QM
B
B
B

The exposure assessment cannot be defined by the simulation-based approach. In general, to reduce the probability level, statistical
evidence showing that the considered situation is uncommon have to be provided. For this benchmark application, since all these
scenarios have a high probability level, we choose the maximum exposure level, so no experimental or statistical evidence is needed.
5. CONCLUSIONS
The HARA phase of the ISO 26262 safety lifecycle presents some issues about its repeatability and objectivity. A novel
standard, the ISO/PAS 21448 (SOTIF), is also involved in such systems development, in order to aid designers to implement systems
able to guarantee that the system has sufficient situational awareness in all the possible circumstances the vehicle can found itself
in. In the literature, various authors tried to propose solutions to reduce these problems. A common point, shared among the proposed
methodologies, is to make the process more structured and less dependent on the engineers’ previous knowledge, that can affect the
ASIL classification of the considered vehicle function safety goals. It had been shown [5] that different group of engineers, without
these techniques, have provided different classifications for the same safety goal and sometimes changed their minds about
previously done assessments. This paper proceeds in the same direction, proposing a methodology based on the use of a vehiclelevel simulator. Thanks to simulations results, it is possible to obtain objective data useful to formulate hypothesis on controllability
and severity in case of failures affecting the vehicle function.
To adopt this methodology are needed: scenarios in which operational situations are described; high-level functional description of
the vehicle function under assessment; classification rules in terms of severity and controllability.
A case study of the methodology has been proposed, where an AEBS has been analyzed. The scenarios have been obtained
from NHTSA, EuroNCAP, and European Commission documents about homologation of this kind of item. The classification rules
for the severity and controllability have been adapted from the literature and are defined as thresholds on the relative speed between
the vehicle under test and the target vehicle when the collision happens (for the severity), and time to collision (for the
controllability). The exposure has been classified by hands. Of course, if we want to assess a novel vehicle function, these kinds of
scenarios have to be defined without any external help. In any case, to demonstrate the methodology, we think that a well-known
case is preferable.
By this benchmark, the methodology has been proven to be able to aid engineers to determine the ASIL level. Thanks to the
data provided by the simulator and to the presence of objective classification rules, the HARA results are more objective and
repeatable. As future works, authors would like to analyze a case in where also the exposure level can be assessed by a simulationbased approach and, if it will be possible, to apply it on a completely new vehicle function, proposed for instance by a company, to
be able to compare the handmade results with the simulation-based ones. This can be useful to assess the reliability of the scenarios’
generation process.
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